WASHINGTON, D.C. — Although bilateral talks between North Korea and South Korea last weekend seemingly ended without much progress, the fact that the two governments are meeting at all is a step forward in a long and complicated history detailed in a new report from Sasakawa USA Fellow James Kendall.

“Japan and Korean Unification: Ambivalence and Pragmatism – Finding the Least Bad Option” details the historical, cultural and political roots of Japanese and Chinese relations with the peninsula and what role, if any, Japan might play in possible reunification.

“We will see that the Japanese experience with Korea has certain recurring themes throughout history, and that the themes build upon one another to produce a unique Japanese view of Korea,” states the report, which was published in the International Journal of Korean Studies Spring/Summer 2015 edition, recently made available online. “Taking this into account, the salient characteristic of Japan’s policy toward Korean unification is pragmatism.”

“Japan prizes stability on the peninsula and fears the possibility of a potentially hostile, possibly nuclear-armed, united country across the Korea Strait,” writes Kendall, the Fellow for Common Challenges at Sasakawa USA. “…The least bad policy option for Japan to pursue is maintenance of the status quo while endeavoring to rein in North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs as best it can. A divided Korea breaks the Korean ‘dagger aimed at the heart of Japan.’”

Read the full report here.
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